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TAMTECHseal Wet Look Sealer SB - VOC
(Wet Look Sealer & Joint Stabilizer – Solvent Based)

Product Description:
TAMTECHseal Wet Look Sealer SB is designed to provide a wet look for pavers, concrete, and
stamped concrete. It will seal and protect these surfaces while enhancing the beauty. This solventbased methacrylate polymer is UV stable and forms a tremendous bond to the substrate. It can
also stabilize the sand in paver joints. TAMTECHseal Wet Look is available in 25 different
colors as well as clear. The product also resists weather, water intrusion, freeze thaw damage and
staining. The treated surface will be easier to clean. The sealer is breathable, thus moisture is not
trapped in the substrate. It is an exterior product that can be used on new or existing applications.

Features & Benefits:









Wet look
Stabilizes sand in paver joints
Available in clear & 25 colors
UV Stable
Resists water, surface staining
Resists freeze-thaw damage
Breathable
Exterior applications

Technical Data:
Form: Clear liquid
VOC Compliant: Yes
Specific Gravity: 1.01
Weight/gallon: 7.5 lbs
Cured Coating: Resists temperatures as high as 160 degrees F
Resists temperatures as low as minus 50 degrees F

Instructions:
Surface must be clean and dry. Remove all dirt, paint, efflorescence, grease, oil and loose debris.
A pressure washer is recommended on older or dirty surfaces to remove the dirt and debris. Use
a concrete degreaser for removing oil and grease spots. If water is used, allow a day to dry
before sealing. Use protective coverings to protect nearby plants, grass, shrubs, plastic, asphalt
and painted surfaces. For paver applications, be sure sand is filled in joints to the required level
slightly below the top of the pavers. Completely remove all remaining sand from the top of the
pavers. Do not thin product. Apply product with a pump-up sprayer, roller, brush or use low
pressure spray equipment, about 10 -15 psi with a fan type spray nozzle. For roller applications,
use a short nap roller for smooth surfaces, a medium nap roller for textured surfaces and a long
nap roller for exposed aggregate. Keep roller wet on every stroke. Then cross roll without redipping every few feet. Let dry. If necessary on more porous surfaces or to increase the wet look,
apply a second coat. Do not leave excess or pooled material on the surface. Product will dry to
the touch in typically 45-60 minutes at 74 degrees F. Keep foot traffic off for 4-6 hours and cars
off for 72 hours. Cooler temperatures will slow down cure time. Clean up with solvents like:
xylene, toluene or lacquer thinner.

Packaging: One gallon units (4/case), five gallon pails and 55 gallon drums
Coverage: Concrete pavers: 100-200 sq ft /gal, concrete & stamped concrete: 175-250 sq ft
/gal, exposed aggregate: 100-150 sq ft/gallon. Coverage rate will depend on porosity and texture
of the surface.

Limitations:
Do not apply product to a damp surface. For exterior applications only. Do not use on retaining
walls, vertical walls, natural stone and clay pavers. Always do a small test to ensure desired look
and performance of the sealer. The solvents in the sealer will attack plastics, asphalt or
petroleum based products. The minimum application temperature is 45 degrees F for the
previous 20 hours. The maximum surface temperature during application is 90 degree F. In hot
weather the product dries quickly so it is recommended that the product be applied in the cooler
morning hours. Surface may darken during application depending upon porosity of the surface
and amount of sealer applied.

Shelf Life:
Two years in unopened containers. Keep tightly sealed in a ventilated area.

Warning:
Surfaces may be slippery when wet depending upon the amount of sealer applied to the surface.
On smooth surfaces, add a non-skid paint additive to the TAMTECHseal Wet Look. Flammable
Mixture. Keep away from flame and heat. Do not smoke. Provide adequate ventilation or if
ventilation is poor, refer to MSDS for further information. Avoid breathing of vapors. Skin
contact may cause irritation or redness. Remove clothing if contaminated and wash skin
thoroughly with soap and water. For eye contact, flush with water for 15 minutes and call a
physician. If eye irritation, headaches or dizziness occurs, leave area. Do not take internally. Use
safety glasses and wear chemical resistant gloves. See MSDS for complete information. For
industrial use only. Keep away from children.

